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The Aryan Invasion Theory: The Final Nail in its CoffinThe Theory that the Vedic Aryans were a

tribe from the north that invaded the area of India and established the Vedic civilization is rapidly

falling into discredit, but it still exists in many school text books and carries some influence in certain

areas. This book puts together the information that shows:â€¢ How and why Max Muller started the

theory, â€¢ The damage it has done, â€¢ Objections to it and lack of evidence for it, â€¢ The

misleading dates for it, â€¢ The Sarasvati River described in the Rig Veda and geographical proof of

its existence, â€¢ The date of its demise, â€¢ The false argument of no horse in Harappa, â€¢ The

Urban or rural argument, â€¢ Deciphering the Indus seals, â€¢ How genetics show an east to west

movement rather than a migration into India, and more. All of this proves there never was any Aryan

Invasion, and that the advanced Vedic Aryan civilization was indigenous to India. (Taken from a

chapter in â€œAdvancements of Ancient Indiaâ€™s Vedic Cultureâ€•)Stephen Knapp has studied the

major Vedic texts of India and practiced yoga and the Eastern teachings for 40 years. He has

traveled throughout India and has a collection of over 17,000 slides and images of the many holy

places and temples he has visited. He has authored over twenty well-received books on Vedic

culture and Eastern spirituality. He also regularly gives lectures at various venues both in America

and in India. He is also the president of the Vedic Friends Association.
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The book proposes to disprove a theory and does not describe the theory well and also does not

specify the key reasons why the theory was proposed. It gives a conspiracy theory as the key

reason for the existence of the AI theory - this in itself undermines the credibility of the arguments in

this book.The evidence proposed for nailing the coffin are from books by other hindutva

propagandists and some supposedly scientific articles are newspaper articles.Taking all evidence at

face value the book manages to state that the Vedas were written in India (which is perhaps the

main aim of the author) however, it does not convincingly prove that Aryans migrated to India. It

acknowledges that humanity started in Africa but then states that it came to India and civilisation

spread from India.Overall, I would recommend that one read Jared Diamond's Guns Germs and

steel for an unbiased account of world civilisations and skip reading this book altogether.

I am initiated from last 18 years! Although I am a professional but I faithfully do meditation! I knew all

about these, what Mr Stephen vindicated!He says The Truth and Only Truth!Satya Aum

Stephen Knapp, in his book completely destroys Aryan Invasion Theory (AIT) and its proponents, by

giving a point by point rebuttal for all the "theories" backing AIT, based on logical and scientific

(archaeology, genetics and advanced geo-informatics through satellite remote sensing) arguments.

A must read.

I always believed in the AIT because it seemed to "make sense" and I didn't consider questioning it.

This was a wonderful, eye-opening read. It addresses many questions and debunks many myths.

Props to the author.

The ideas have been well laid out. The words and the thought process reflect the passion of the

author to undo the past deliberate errors and shed light on the truth. A further reading of the authors

other books should be interesting.
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